If you are like most responsible employers, you are conducting background checks on all applicants
and annual background checks on your employees. As you may have noticed, however, thoroughly
screening applicants and keeping your employee background screens up to date can be time
consuming…and expensive. Background screenings are as important as ever as hiring fraud is at an
all-time high with job seekers routinely embellishing (and in some case flat-out lying) during the
hiring process. It is an employer’s responsibility to provide a safe workplace for employees, safe
premises for customers, and to ensure it is hiring qualified candidates. To do this, employers must
verify important facts applicants disclose during the hiring process and discover ones, including past
criminal activity, an applicant may not have disclosed that could both disqualify the applicant and put
the employer at risk.
That’s where we come in…New Hire Facts is part of a 20-year old private investigative entity located
in central Ohio that specializes in background verifications, fraud and workers’ compensation
investigations, and security consulting. To better serve employers, we developed the Verified
Professional Identity — a state-of-the-art platform that assembles a true picture of any individual’s
background including identity verifications, a national background check, and education/employment
verifications. We know that each workplace is different, and therefore we can develop a personalized
screening program to fit your company’s specific hiring and employment needs. We strive to deliver
a professional, cost-effective service with timely results for each and every client.
New Hire Facts is also deeply committed to the community and to charity. Our agency partners with
104.9 the River in the Central Ohio Jobs Initiative to help local job seekers get pre-verified and hired
faster. We also donate a portion of the proceeds from our background checks to support our nonprofit ministry partner, Protect the Faith. Protect the Faith provides high-risk training and security
services for over 3,000 missionary families serving in dangerous places around the world.
Please contact us for pricing information or to arrange a free consultation. We look forward to
working with you!
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